EVIDIAN & WALLIX
EXTENDING IDENTITY GOVERNANCE TO
PRIVILEGED ACCOUNTS

The growing security and compliance demands (SOX, PCI DSS, NIS, GDPR, etc.) call
for an improvement in the governance of access and identity in organisations through
a single identity governance strategy which includes the management of privileged
access.

THE WALLIX BASTION PRIVILEGED ACCESS
PLATFORM CAN BE COMBINED WITH EVIDIAN IGA.
As part of unified governance, a privileged access request can no longer be processed
without taking into account the management strategies of existing identities.

The

solution centralises identity management and all access requests and
permissions undergo the same, single control chain. All access is more easily
audited.
An integrated IAM (Identity & Access Management) and PAM (Privileged Access
Management) solution protects an organisation’s sensitive data and strategic assets
more effectively through:
• Visibility and single governance of all user accounts, including privileged
accounts,
• Optimisation of the provisioning and deletion of privileged accounts in line with the
user’s role or event changes in their life cycle,
• The ability during an audit to more easily identify inconsistencies in access
permissions, including breaches of the principle of the division of tasks and other
restrictions affecting role-based access.
• The ability to identify users with access rights which potentially pose a risk,
• The simplification of the process for adding and deleting internal and external users,
• Reconciliation of accounts & security policies.

WALLIX AND EVIDIAN IGA: THE BENEFITS FOR YOUR ORGANISATION
With the design of a new connector, Evidian IGA can now include WALLIX in the panel of applications managed
by the solution and allow privileged user management in addition to the management of conventional users to
provide a unified view of your security processes and better governance and compliance.
The attached solution allows:
• Scalable management of WALLIX privileged accounts directly with Evidian IGA based on the users’ life cycle and
dedicated workflows: provisioning and deletion, modification of accounts, change of password, adding and deleting within
a department, etc.
• Reconciliation and periodic review of rights for privileged users. Evidian IGA allows targeting of accounts according to
their risk level for the organisation.
• Compliance is assured with the root cause analysis of security events for privileged accounts with the Evidian Analytics
& Intelligence module that can be used to publish reports and monitor the performance indicators predefined for privileged
accounts.

Evidian, the Identity and Access Management (IAM) software suite, is the IAM trademark of the Atos Group. Evidian IAM
is the leading European publisher of identity and access management software, with a growing presence outside the
European continent, especially in the United States and Japan. More than 5,000,000 users in more than 900 organisations
worldwide connect to their business every day and manage their access rights with Evidian’s identity and access
management solutions. The Evidian offering covers all needs, from ensuring the user’s identity to the intelligence used to
manage the life cycle of their digital identity and their access from any device and for access to all of the organisation’s
resources. Evidian offers its customers a comprehensive, integrated and modular product range to provide them with digital
identity management and access governance that are compatible with their security policies and the new regulatory
requirements.

A cyber-security software publisher, WALLIX Group is the European specialist of privileged account governance. Its
solutions help businesses and organisations protect their sensitive IT infrastructure and ensure their compliance. WALLIX’s
Bastion (CSPN-certified by the ANSSI) secures and tracks user access to servers, terminals and connected objects.
Datapeps meets the compliance requirements (including the GDPR) protecting organisations’ data using end-to-end
encryption.
WALLIX relies on a network of resellers and system integrators to support more than 670 businesses and organisations.
Listed on Euronext (ALLIX code), WALLIX Group, a PAM market leader, has a strong presence in the entire Europe and
EMEA area and has among its reference shareholders, TDH, a company controlled by Mr Thierry Dassault.
WALLIX’s Bastion was elected “Best Buy” by SC Magazine and nominated among the leading products in the Products
and Innovation categories for privileged management access of the Kuppinger Cole Leadership Compass 2017. The
company is a member of the Systematic Paris Region Digital Ecosystem and a founding member of the Hexatrust club. In
2017, WALLIX GROUP became part of Futur40, the growth champions of listed companies published by Forbes France,
and is part of the Tech 40 index.

